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Abstract
A brief history of where and how we were mounting early aiming devices.  

How new mounting systems and devices evolved.

How developers for fire control are governed by weapon surface/s, ergonomics, 
and tactics. 

Modularity was not always understood or practiced.  Lasers were not always 
around, understood nor wanted.  Dovetail rails were a hard sell at one time.

Why weapons designers need to work with optic/laser/NV and mount makers; 
before, during, and after development.  

Why all branches of the services, must have their specific needs in fire control be 
addressed in common interfacing.  Human engineering factors.

Should we rely on electronics alone for hand held point of aim weapons?

What needs to be considered for providing reliable power to future weapons - is a 
battery the only way?  Built in devices vs. field interchangeable systems.  
Importance of helping weapons run cooler thus longer, and keeping barrels 
free of direct attachment of rails and mounted devices.  Helping electro-optic 
devices run longer without failures due to weapon heat and vibrations.
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The common interface for mounting devices to man portable weapons, is dictated 
by the most common weapon used by the warfighter.  In this case, the M16 A1,A2 
with its carrying handle channel  mount configuration.  
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In 1983, A.R.M.S. had developed a dovetail rail similar to the commercial Weaver style, but with significant 
variations to what was available on the commercial market.  Some of those variations included, standardizing 
on a dovetail dimension for its product line, rectangular cross notches vs. the Weaver half round notch, a 3/8” 
wide channel thru the center top of each dovetail rail, and when practical, the notched channel was set at a 
STANAG length with holes placed at either end to facilitate the mounting of STANAG optical devices.  In 1983, 
A.R.M.S. also developed a self-locking thumbnut design, that was used in the carrying handle optic rail mount.   
That self-locking feature is currently used to secure the M16 carrying handle to the flat top receiver.
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In late 1983 and on, A.R.M.S. started to receive requests from individual military personnel, for 
the ability to mount scopes to their carry handle M16 rifles.  The integration of rails to replace 
carrying handles and other experiments with other weapons, showed a clear need to develop 
something better than the channel mount, from many sources.
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In the late 80’s a lot of experimentation was being conducted in regards to rail interfacing vs. 
channel mounting.  A much younger Gary Houtsma from Picatinny’s Future Weapons Branch, 
is shown visiting A.R.M.S. facilities with a very special weapon system.  Dovetail dimensioning, 
receiver height placement and notches to facilitate various known aiming devices, were 
experimented with.  Attachment devices used by A.R.M.S. at the time, included the self-locking 
thumbnut and the then new A.R.M.S. throw lever system.
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The transition from a channel carry handle mount, to a dovetail rail mount, was a daunting task 
due to the vast array of weaponry and sighting devices that had to be considered, if 
interchangeability was also to be realized.  
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Squad auto weapons created more mounting problems.  Because the top cover had to be 
raised to load the weapon, mounting the optic so the objective lens didn’t become damaged 
from hitting anything forward of the receiver.  
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Air defense and anti-armor weapons, also had to be able to interchange aiming devices that 
were available to the M16 weaponry.  A stinger missile launcher, AT-4, and Carl Gustav are 
exampled, with A.R.M.S. mounting variations that provided commonality for interchangeability.  
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One of the most common but difficult weapons at the time to provide mounting ability to, was 
the M14.  Because of its unusual side mounting provision and not having a straight line stock 
like the M16 rifle, height placement and eye relief were a challenge for practical 
interchangeability. 
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Creating interchangeability between weapon types, different receivers, various 
interfaces on the bottom of optics, variations in eye relief, etc. was a difficult 
transition.  A.R.M.S. 1990 photo.
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Top center photo – Colt ACR receiver with half round notches, unmachined ACR receiver 
forging.  Notice that the carrying handle ability was retained in the forging.  The pencil driven 
into the bottom of the half round notch was a demonstration by yours truly that the next 
forging should have the dovetail raised .100 higher for a proper dovetail.

A.R.M.S. mounting experiments 
included converting M16A1 
receivers to a flat top 
configuration.  A day vision and 
N.V. throw lever attachment and 
throw lever QD rear sight.

A.R.M.S. receiver experiments 
included electronic integration, 
with different goals in mind.  
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Two Thermal housings before being 
converted from a channel carry handle mount 
to dimensions better suited for rail interface 
needs.

Highly advanced weapon and aiming 
systems became more easily accomplished 
with the new rails and throw levers, such as 
this 1991 photo shows with the A.R.M.S. 
Rigid Frame.
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Lasers working from a carry handle mount, 
compared to modern day mounting of much 
more capable laser devices.

Lasers keep on getting smaller, more 
capable, and headed to a common 
interface.

A.R.M.S. experimental carry handle and 
flat top receiver mounting for lasers, etc. 
that are only powered via an auxiliary box 
to the left of the receiver, that can also 
accommodate a miniature dynamo power 
up.
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FREE FLOAT !
The heat transfer of up to 900° hot gun barrels, is best avoided by not attaching (anything) to
the barrel.  Allowing good venting and not trapping heat from radiating away, will allow a 
weapon to survive longer.
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In the early 1990’s A.R.M.S. designed a free float barrel and rail system.  Some of the features 
included a Q.D. laser ability built in flip up optics, and integral electronics power supply.
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A young me experimenting with reasons why the carry handle had to go, and some of the ways it was 
accomplished.  The Canadian military were the 1st to adopt the A.R.M.S. established dovetail dimensions for 
their receiver; followed by Colt and Picatinny.  The channel in the center was eliminated on the receiver as it 
was determined it looked too much like a pineapple grenade, next to a shooters head.  All of the notches on 
top of the current receiver were added as a temporary accommodation for the various optics being evaluated, 
and having different eye relief's and crossbar requirements.
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Photo on the left demonstrates that we will try mounting any device to help our soldiers.  

Photo on the right shows just some of the ancillary equipment the military currently make 
available to attach to the M16/M4 as needed by the warfighter.
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Hard Mounting vs. Soft Mounting.
A.R.M.S. developed the throw lever concept in the late 1980’s to provide a mount attachment that would provide a real repeat on/off 
zero.  All other mounts used a side to side direction of force, that disrupted windage when a knob or nut was used for attachment, 

because of the varying degrees of force that hand tightening could not judge.  The A.R.M.S. throw lever is a soft mounting system that 
helps eliminate shock waves to sensitive electro-optic devices, much like shock absorption springs for vehicles, and even tanks.  

A.R.M.S. experimented and determined that a non-adjustable pre-selected tension would eliminate any chance of over tightening or 
damage to rails, and for the same reasons that the M16/M4 does not provide an adjustable gas or buffer system, as experience shows, 
young soldiers may likely adjust it wrong.  A.R.M.S. also provided a buffer system  to further protect the precision rails.  The notch in 

the 1913 rail is designed to leave clearance so that any debris in the notch does not disrupt placement of a cross bar in the field.  Once 
attached in the forward position of the notch, the predetermined spring loaded tension built into the throw lever will provide extended 

longevity to sensitive devices.

Lever & Buffer 
Pad Assembled

Thermal coupling instrumentation/heat transfer

Typical 
Oscilloscope  
instrumentation 
for measuring 
shock values.

Component  
view drawing 
– A.R.M.S. 
throw lever 
assembly.

1913 cross bar placement
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Soft mounting of devices provides an accurate QD advantage over thumbnuts and/or wrench tightened 
attachment.  The cam surface on the A.R.M.S. throw lever assembly will not shake or vibrate loose and has 
proven to be snag free.  A.R.M.S. has provided a lever lock ability, but to us its more like wearing suspenders 
with the belt.  In the last 18 years, A.R.M.S. has supplied many hundreds of thousands of throw lever 
attachments to the  electro-optical community for N.V., thermal, laser, and continue with some of the newest 
Government selected day optics, and many other devices not shown.
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There are many good rail systems in service, the newest ones are free float.  The A.R.M.S.  S.I.R. System, 
Selective Integrated Rail, is unique that it allows rails to be added or replaced as required by technology 
changes and/or field repairs.  The polymer lower is also unique since it does not require covers to protect 
against over-heated aluminum. 
This 1995 A.R.M.S. poster demonstrates our continued vision of the future that will provide high tech 
integrated abilities to our warfighters with advanced man portable weapon systems of all kinds, and 
synchronized to communicate with larger support systems.


